abstract: Many mimetic organisms have evolved a close resemblance to their models, making it difficult to discriminate between them on the basis of appearance alone. However, if mimics and models differ slightly in their activity patterns, behavior, or use of microhabitats, the exact circumstances under which a signaler is encountered may provide additional clues to its identity. We employ an optimality model of mimetic discrimination in which signal receivers obtain information about the relative risk of encountering mimics and models by observing an external background cue and flexibly adjust their response thresholds. Although such flexibility on the part of signal receivers has been predicted by theory and is supported by empirical evidence in a range of biological settings, little is known about the effects it has on signalers. We show that the presence of external cues that partly reveal signaler identity may benefit models and harm mimics, harm both, or even benefit both, depending on ecological circumstances. Moreover, if mimetic traits are costly to express, or mimics are related to their neighbors, context-dependent discrimination can dramatically alter the outcome of mimetic evolution. We discuss context-dependent discrimination among signal receivers in relation to small-scale synchrony in model and mimic activity patterns.
vestment. The optimal response to a certain type of signaler may depend on context, and consequently, animals often show great flexibility in how they respond to signalers in various contexts (e.g., Jennions and Petrie 1997; Sherman et al. 1997; Liebert and Starks 2004) . Phenotypic variation in signaler traits, environmental degradation of signals, and cognitive constraints may render it impossible for a signal receiver to discriminate perfectly. Instead, the best option may be to strike an optimal balance between two types of discrimination error: erroneous rejection of desirable signalers and erroneous acceptance of undesirable signalers. The optimal discrimination strategy will depend on the costs associated with each of the two types of error, on the probabilities of encountering desirable and undesirable signalers, and on the typical similarity and overlap in perceived signals (e.g., Getty 1985; Reeve 1989; Wiley 1994) . If the proportion of desirable and undesirable signalers or the costs and benefits of responding to them change between contexts, signal receivers should be flexible and adopt different acceptance thresholds to optimize the balance of discrimination errors in each context (Reeve 1989; Sherman et al. 1997) .
Signal discrimination plays a central role in Batesian mimicry and aggressive mimicry. Aggressive mimics are predators or parasites that use mimicry to deceive victims, such as avian brood parasites that lay mimetic eggs in the nests of other bird species (Rothstein and Robinson 1998; Davies 2000) and rewardless orchids that mimic female wasps and bees to attract males as pollinators (Nilsson 1992) . Batesian mimics are palatable prey that deter predators from attacking by resembling unpalatable prey; a familiar example is hoverflies that mimic wasps, honeybees, or bumblebees (Gilbert 2005) . Mimics often resemble their models very closely, which makes discrimination errors more likely. Many mathematical models based on signal detection theory have been constructed to investigate signal discrimination in Batesian mimicry and aggressive mimicry (e.g., Oaten et al. 1975; Getty 1985; Rodríguez-Gironés and Lotem 1999; Johnstone 2002; Sherratt 2002; Holen and Johnstone 2004) . Such models typically predict that signal receivers should be easier to deceive (i.e., should more often misclassify mimics as models) when the ratio of mimics to models is low and when the cost of mistaking a model for a mimic is high relative to the cost of mistaking a mimic for a model; both predictions have empirical support (e.g., Brower 1960; Alcock 1970; Goodale and Sneddon 1977; Nonacs 1985; Alvarez 1996; Lindström et al. 1997; Brooke et al. 1998; Robert and Sorci 1999) and can be derived from other types of mimicry models (see Ruxton et al. 2004 for a review of models of Batesian mimicry).
Several experimental studies show that hosts of the common cuckoo Cuculus canorus may use the presence of an adult cuckoo near the nest as an indicator of a high probability of parasitism and may subsequently be more likely to reject eggs when the adult cuckoo has been observed (e.g., Davies and Brooke 1988; Moksnes et al. 1993; Bártol et al. 2002; Davies et al. 2003) . Hosts have also been found to adjust their level of discrimination as the probability of parasitism declines through the season (Alvarez 1996; Brooke et al. 1998) ; the proximate cue may be encounters with adult cuckoos. Since host birds that routinely eject mimetic eggs may sometimes inappropriately eject some of their own eggs (Davies and Brooke 1988; Marchetti 1992; Welbergen et al. 2001) , flexibility in discrimination could serve to reduce costly recognition errors when the risk of being parasitized is low (Davies and Brooke 1988; Davies 2000) .
On a more general note, if mimics and models differ in their daily activity patterns, in behavior, or in their use of microhabitats, the exact circumstances under which a signaler is encountered could provide signal receivers with some information about its identity. For example, a predator may come to associate the noxious taste of a defended model not only with its appearance but also with some external background cue that tends to be present when the model is encountered (e.g., Uésugi 1996) . When the mimetic resemblance is good, such background cues could potentially be more informative about signaler identity than minuscule differences in appearance. For instance, the thynnine wasp Neozeleboria cryptoides fails to discriminate between the chemical attractants of female conspecifics and sexually deceptive Chiloglottis trapeziformis orchids but learns to avoid the location of the orchid patch after having been deceived (Wong and Schiestl 2002; Schiestl et al. 2003; Wong et al. 2004) . Data from experimental psychology show that learned discrimination and the extinction of conditioned responses can be contextdependent (Bouton 1993; Bouton 1994) , which suggests that context could be important in mimicry systems that involve learning, such as Batesian mimicry. A recent study showed that predatory bats Trachops cirrhosus could quickly be trained to reverse their preferences for cues of palatable and poisonous prey that had been acquired in the wild (Page and Ryan 2005) .
Although factors that favor context-dependent discrimination by signal receivers are relatively well understood (e.g., Sherman et al. 1997) , little is known about the effects it may have on signalers. In this article, we investigate such effects using mimicry as an example. For this purpose, we employ a signal detection model in which receivers flexibly adjust their response thresholds depending on whether the relative risk of encountering mimics is high or low.
The Model
Suppose that a signal receiver encounters models and mimics sequentially in a random fashion. In each encounter, the probability that the signaler is a mimic is p and the probability that it is a model is 1Ϫp. The signal receiver attempts to classify signalers as models or mimics (and respond accordingly) on the basis of a continuous trait such as size or color. Both mimics and models benefit from being classified as models. The model population is monomorphic with trait value standardized to 0. The mimic population is monomorphic with trait value m, by convention positive, with trait values closer to 0 signifying better mimicry. Signal receivers do not perceive the trait perfectly. Instead, the perceived trait value of a signaler follows a standard normal distribution centered on the true trait value. At each encounter with a signaler, there are four possible outcomes: the signal receiver may correctly identify a model, erroneously classify a model as a mimic, erroneously classify a mimic as a model, or correctly identify a mimic. The payoffs to the signal receiver for these four outcomes are , , , and , respectively. trait values of models and mimics overlap, the signal receiver cannot simultaneously minimize the risk of erroneously classifying models as mimics and the risk of erroneously classifying mimics as models. The costs of these two types of mistakes are given by and ,
respectively. As is common in signal detection models of mimicry (but see Getty 1985) , we assume that the signal receiver maximizes payoff per encounter. Studies in experimental psychology indicate that animals tend to use shortsighted decision rules (Stephens and Anderson 2001; Stephens 2002 ). Although it is not predicted by classical rate-maximizing foraging models, shortsighted foraging strategies may be expected if future food benefits are strongly discounted (e.g., Kagel et al. 1986) or when the signal receiver suffers information-processing constraints (Stephens 2002) . Shortsightedness may also be a reasonable assumption when handling times are very short relative to search time.
Our assumptions are equivalent to an equal-variance, normal-normal receiver operating characteristic (ROC; see Egan 1975) . The optimal strategy for a signal receiver that maximizes expected benefit per encounter is to classify as models only those signalers whose perceived trait value falls below a certain threshold. The probabilities that a model and a mimic are perceived to have trait values below the threshold t are equal to Z(t) and , respectively, Z(t Ϫ m) where Z is the cumulative standard normal distribution. The expected payoff per encounter is
21 22 and it is maximized by adopting the threshold t * as given by
where
From the perspective of the models, the "mimetic load" K may be viewed as a partial measure of the negative ecological impact that mimics have on models. From the perspective of the signal receivers, the mimetic load may be seen as the incentive to identify mimics. The mimetic load is high when mimics are common and/or when the cost of misclassifying a mimic is high relative to the cost of misclassifying a model. The greater the mimetic load, the lower the threshold the signal receivers should set (leading to fewer misclassifications of mimics but more misclassifications of models). In Batesian mimicry, the predator (signal receiver) benefits from attacking palatable prey (mimics) but should avoid attacking defended prey (models), and the payoffs satisfy . In this case, the mimetic load
is high when the proportion of mimics is high (p is high); when mimics are profitable, so that the cost of failing to attack a mimic is high ( is high); and when models
are weakly defended, so that the cost of attacking a model is low ( is low). (We assume that the payoffs from
attacking mimics and models are fixed, but see Sherratt [2003] for an approach that takes the predator's hunger state into account.) In aggressive mimicry, the signal receiver benefits from interacting with models but should ignore or reject the harmful mimics, and the payoffs satisfy . In this case, the mimetic load is high
when the proportion of mimics is high (p is high), the cost of interacting with a mimic is high ( is high),
and the cost of failing to interact with a model is low ( is low).
External Cues Provide Information about Signaler Identity
Suppose now that signal receivers encounter signalers in different "recognition contexts" (Reeve 1989 ) and that the mimic-to-model ratio differs between these contexts. For instance, the ratio of Batesian mimics to models may be higher in certain patch types (e.g., on certain plant species) than in others, so patch type may be informative regarding the identity of signalers. Likewise, a worker of a social insect that discriminates between nest mates and mimetic social parasites may experience different mimic-to-model ratios inside and outside the colony. In avian brood parasitism, the sight of an adult brood parasite near the nest could indicate a higher-than-average risk of receiving a mimetic egg in the current clutch. In each case, the signaler can obtain information about whether an encounter is more or less likely than average to involve a mimic by assessing an external background cue (a "non-phenotypic" cue sensu Sherman et al. 1997 ).
The standard approach to signal discrimination is to assume that perceived signal values are unimodally (and most often normally) distributed (e.g., Oaten et al. 1975; Reeve 1989; Wiley 1994; Rodríguez-Gironés and Lotem 1999) . If we consider an environment that is sufficiently fine grained relative to encounter rate, we may think of the perceived external cue as a random variable that in each signal encounter is drawn from a distribution characteristic of the given signaler type. If the respective distributions are unimodal, the standard approach may give us insight. However, this will not often be the case. Consider, for instance, a patchy environment in which mimics and models occupy the same patch types but divide their time differently between them. Although an individual signaler may spend any fraction of its time in a given patch type, this fraction cannot be observed directly by the signal receiver; in any given encounter, the signaler is observed to be in only one patch. If the patch types are dissimilar, the distribution of perceived patch characteristics for a signaler type may thus have several widely separated peaks.
We consider a discrete cue environment, and for simplicity, we assume it to consist of a single cue that with perfect accuracy is perceived as present or absent. Models and mimics differ in their propensity to be associated with the cue, and the cue is present with probability a in encounters that involve mimics and with probability b in encounters that involve models. We may by convention and with no loss of generality assume that (since this is a ≥ b just a question of how we define the cue). We focus on the case where the background cue by itself is never sufficient to guarantee correct classification of a signaler; that is, where . Letting "cue" denote the event that the cue 1 1 a ≥ b 1 0 is present and "mim" denote the event that a signaler is a mimic, then
, and ,
where the superscript C denotes the complement of the event. A straightforward calculation shows that
According to Bayes's rule, the conditional ap ϩ b(1 Ϫ p) probability that a signaler is a mimic given that the cue is present is
while the conditional probability that a signaler is a mimic given that the cue is not present is
After substituting for p in equation (1a), it P(mimFcue) turns out that a signal receiver alerted by the presence of the cue should adopt the optimal threshold
C C 2 m b while substituting for p in equation (1a) C P(mimFcue ) shows that a signal receiver unalerted by the cue should adopt the threshold
The aggregated parameters K C and K N give the effective mimetic loads, or incentives to identify mimics, in presence and absence of the cue. If , signal receivers do a p b not benefit from paying attention to the cue. If , the a 1 b presence of the cue indicates a higher-than-average probability that encountered signalers are mimics. It is clear from equations (3a) and (3b) that when , * *
meaning that the signal receiver should adopt a stricter (lower) threshold and classify a higher proportion of signalers as mimics when alerted by the cue. If a increases and/or b decreases, the cue becomes a more reliable indicator of the identity of the signaler, and the difference between the response thresholds adopted in presence and absence of the cue will increase. Note that for a given cue reliability, both and decreases with increasing mimetic * * t t C N load K.
Optimal Classification
We assume that the distribution of background cues in the environment is sufficiently fine grained so that in any given encounter, an individual mimic will be associated with the cue with probability a, and an individual model will be associated with the cue with probability b. Signalers will experience different response thresholds in different encounters, and the overall probabilities that models and mimics are classified as models by signal receivers equal and * * *
, respectively. First, consider the case where
to show that if the mimetic load is low ( ), a popu-K ! 1 lation of more accurate mimics will be classified as models with a higher probability than a population of less accurate mimics ( fig. 1a , thick solid line). However, if the mimetic load is high ( ), populations of sufficiently accurate K 1 1 mimics (i.e., with ) will be classified as mod-1/2 m ! [2 ln K] els with a lower probability than slightly less accurate ones ( fig. 1b , thick solid line). When mimicry is perfect, no discrimination is possible, and because signal receivers benefit from minimizing the occurrence of the classification mistake that has the highest associated cost (which is reflected in K), they should either classify all signalers as models (when ) or classify all signalers as mimics K ! 1 (when ); see figure 1. These results are in accordance K 1 1 with predictions from other signal detection models (e.g., Oaten et al. 1975; Getty 1985; Rodríguez-Gironés and Lotem 1999) .
The picture becomes more complex when the external cue is informative (i.e., when ), since this makes the a 1 b effective mimetic load higher in presence of the cue than in absence of the cue (i.e., ). For instance, the
probability that mimics are classified as models may now decrease as the mimetic resemblance increases even if the overall mimetic load is !1 (fig. 1a , thin solid line). This is possible because the effective mimetic load in presence of the cue (K C ) is 11. When and mimics are
perfectly accurate, signalers are classified as models if and only if the cue is not perceived; models are thus correctly identified with probability 1Ϫb, while mimics are classified as models with probability 1Ϫa (fig. 1a, 1b, thin lines) . When do we expect signal receivers to pay attention to informative cues? Suppose that the value of the information gained from using cues can be measured as the 
increase in expected payoff per encounter to the signal receiver. The change in payoff equals * *
N Numerical explorations show that signal receivers benefit most from evaluating cues when K is close to 1 and mimetic accuracy is high (illustrative cases are shown in fig.  2a, 2b ). Signalers may be affected by the use of cues in various ways. The expressions in the first and last pair of square brackets of equation (4) give the resulting change in probability of being classified as a model for models and mimics, respectively. The use of cues may be favorable for models but not mimics, detrimental for both, or favorable for both ( fig. 2c ; see also fig.1). For a given level of mimetic accuracy and cue reliability, the following pattern is found: when K is sufficiently low, use of cues is detrimental to both mimics and models. By attending to the cue, the signal receiver increases the net payoff by reducing the expected cost of misclassifying mimics at the price of a smaller increase in the expected cost of misclassifying models. When K is intermediate, use of cues is detrimental to mimics but beneficial to models. The signal receiver simultaneously reduces its expected costs of misclassifying mimics and misclassifying models. When K is sufficiently high, use of cues is beneficial to both mimics and models. The signal receiver reduces the expected cost of misclassifying models at the price of a smaller increase in the expected cost of misclassifying mimics. However, using cues to optimally adjust response thresholds cannot favor mimics and not models, since this would imply that the adjustments increased the probability of misclassifying mimics without decreasing the probability of misclassifying models, which would reduce signal receiver payoff.
Mimetic Evolution
We have shown that paying attention to an informative background cue can change the overall probabilities of signal receivers correctly identifying models and erroneously misclassifying mimics. Moreover, it causes the level of discrimination that signalers experience to vary between encounters. This has implications for the evolution of mimicry. All other things being equal, an individual mimic always benefits from a closer resemblance to the model. However, the magnitude of this benefit, and thus the strength of selection favoring more accurate mimicry, may change when receivers attend to an informative cue. If there are opposing selection pressures that favor less accurate mimicry, then the balance between the two selective pressures, and the resulting outcome, may also change. Below, we consider two scenarios in which there are selective pressures opposing the evolution of accurate mimicry. First, in a population that exhibits local relatedness, kin selection may favor less accurate mimics (Johnstone 2002) . Second, if mimetic traits may interfere negatively with other functions of a mimetic organism, then this cost of accurate mimicry may outweigh the benefits to be gained (Holen and Johnstone 2004) . In both cases, we assume that the response threshold adopted by signal receivers at any time is determined by the current typical level of mimetic accuracy, thus restricting ourselves to mimicry systems where mimetic discrimination has a Figure 2 : a, b, A signal receiver that attends to informative background cues when discriminating between mimics and models will be able to increase its payoff per encounter relative to a signal receiver that ignores background cues. A contour plot of the magnitude of this increase is shown. The contours are spaced at 10% intervals of the increase that may be obtained when (perfect mimicry) and ; more than m p 0 l n ( K) p 0 90% of this increase may be obtained inside the innermost contour but less than 10% outside the outermost contour. Parameters:
. c, The use of informative cues by signal receivers to optimally adjust their discrimination
strategies may have a positive effect on models and a negative effect on mimics, a negative effect on both, or a positive effect on both. Parameters:
learning component. We show that the use of an informative cue by signal receivers can dramatically alter the evolutionary outcome.
Kin Selection
In this section, we follow Johnstone (2002) and assume that individual signal receivers encounter signalers sequentially and randomly only within local neighborhoods (e.g., within their own territory). Individual mimics tend to be related to others in the local neighborhood. Since kin are likely to share the same phenotype, more accurate mimics are then likely to be surrounded by more accurately mimetic neighbors. We assume that mutations affecting the mimetic trait have very small phenotypic effects and that signal receivers adopt response thresholds in presence and absence of the external cue that are optimal given the locally average mimic trait value. The probability that a mimic deceives the signal receiver (i.e., is misclassified as a model) as a function of individual trait value m and locally average trait value can then be written
Although the probability that an individual mimic deceives the signal receiver strictly increases as its trait value m changes in the direction of the model trait value (i.e., ), it may sometimes decrease as the loѨu(m , m)/Ѩm ! 0 cally average mimic trait value changes toward the model trait value (i.e., we may have ; see also ¯Ѩu(m , m)/Ѩm 1 0 Johnstone 2002). We assume that mimic fitness is a continuously differentiable, strictly increasing function of the probability of deceiving the signal receiver. Employing the "direct fitness" method (Taylor and Frank 1996; Day and Taylor 1998; Frank 1998) , the combined effects of individual selection and kin selection can be shown to lead to less accurate mimicry if Ѩu(m , m)/Ѩm ϩ , evaluated at , where m ¯¯rѨu(m , m)/Ѩm 1 0 m p m p m (as before) is the population-wide resident phenotype and r is a relatedness coefficient that specifies the regression of local average trait value on the trait value of the focal mimic (see Johnstone 2002) . It is straightforward to show that this condition can only be satisfied if a slightly more accurate mimic population has a lower probability of deceiving signal receivers (i.e., if ). As disdu(m, m)/dm 1 0 cussed earlier, when informative external cues are unavailable or ignored by signal receivers, this happens only if the mimetic load ; therefore, kin selection can only K 1 1 hinder the evolution of more accurate mimicry if , K 1 1 as found by Johnstone (2002) .
When signal receivers attend to informative cues, by contrast, the effective mimetic load in the presence of the cue, K C , may be 11 even if the overall mimetic load K ! , which may cause the probability of deceiving signal 1 receivers to decrease as the trait value of the mimic population changes toward the model trait value ( fig. 1, 3) . Kin selection may then lead to evolution of less accurate mimicry also when the overall mimetic load ; an K ! 1 illustrative case is shown in fig. 3 . On the other hand, when signal receivers attend to cues, a mimetic load K 1 does not anymore guarantee that the probability of de-1 Figure 3 : When signal receivers attend to informative background cues, kin selection can lead to evolution of less accurate mimicry both when the mimetic load K is above and below 1. The probability of deceiving signal receivers may increase (above the solid lines) or decrease (below the solid lines) if the mimic population evolves a closer resemblance to the model population (i.e., a lower trait value). When it decreases, kin selection may potentially lead to evolution of less accurate mimicry, depending on the local relatedness r among mimics. If , mimic r p 1/2 populations below the dotted lines will evolve less accurate mimicry; if , mimic populations below the dashed lines will evolve less acr p 1/8 curate mimicry. Note that the effective mimetic load in presence of the cue, K C , is higher than 1 when and that the effective mimetic K 1 b/a load in absence of the cue, K N , is higher than 1 when
ceiving signal receivers should decrease as the mimic population closely approaches the model trait value. If K C is very high, signal receivers alerted by the cue tend to adopt very strict (low) thresholds, and the overall probability of being classified as a model may be most sensitive to the response threshold adopted by unalert signal receivers. Thus, if the effective mimetic load in the absence of the cue, K N , is !1, the probability of deceiving signal receivers may strictly increase as the mimic population approaches the model trait value, even if the overall mimetic load is 11. This is illustrated in the range 1
It should be noted that the precise kin selection condition that we have used assumes negligible competition between relatives, that is, that population regulation is global. In general, competition among relatives will decrease the kin selection advantage of altruism (Frank 1998; West et al. 2002) . Holen and Johnstone (2004) investigated the evolution of mimicry under the assumption that mimetic traits may interfere negatively with other functions of a mimetic organism. For instance, changes in body size or shape may possibly affect fecundity (Cushing 1997 ) and flight performance (Srygley 2004) , while changes in brightness and color may affect thermoregulation (Ottenheim et al. 1999 ). Gilbert (2005) discusses possible costs of mimicry in hoverflies. As in scenario A1 in Holen and Johnstone (2004) , suppose that an obligate aggressive mimic obtains a resource of potential value b each time it deceives a signal receiver. Costs of mimicry are incorporated via the function S(m), which represents the efficacy with which the resource can be converted into fitness equivalents by a mimic with trait value m. When the mimic trait value equals m opt , the mimic's ability to utilize the resource is maximized. Formally, the trait value m opt is a global maximum point of S(m), and S(m) falls off on each side of m opt , enabling only smaller portions of the benefit to be converted into fitness equivalents. For trait values lower than or equal to some threshold m min , no benefit at all may be realized. We will use a second-order polynomial with a maximum in m opt as our choice for S(m) on the interval (m min , m opt ); however, similar results have been obtained with other log-concave functional forms. The mimic maximizes expected fitness gain per encounter. Assuming that a rare mutant mimic will have a negligible effect on the optimal signal receiver threshold, the expected payoff per encounter for a rare mutant in a population m with trait value m is (2004) is recovered. In this case, stronger discrimination on behalf of the signal receivers will select for better mimicry and the mimetic accuracy at equilibrium will increase with mimetic load; moreover, if and K is sufficiently high, no stable m ! 0 min equilibrium may exist, leading to an evolutionary chase toward better mimicry and stronger discrimination ( fig.  4a ). Introduction of a weakly informative cue does not qualitatively change the outcome. However, when the cue is highly informative (a is high and b low), then mimetic accuracy at equilibrium may in fact decrease with mimetic load over an intermediate range ( fig. 4a ). The explanation is quite simple. Alert signal receivers always adopt stricter (lower) thresholds than unalert signal receivers and are thus more difficult to deceive. When mimetic load is low, alert signal receivers set relatively lenient (high) rejection thresholds, and mimics obtain substantial benefits from deceiving them. However, as mimetic load increases, it becomes increasingly costly for mimics to have the level of mimicry that is effective for deceiving alert signal receivers. The mimics instead profit from having a less accurate, cheaper level of mimicry that enables them to realize larger fitness benefits when deceiving unalert signal receivers. If a mimic could flexibly adjust its level of mimicry (and the associated cost) according to context, it should be more accurate when encountering alert signal receivers ( fig. 4b, dotted lines) . However, when mimetic accuracy is fixed, the optimal mimic trait reflects the relative importance of deceiving alert and unalert signal receivers, which vary with mimetic load (fig. 4b, solid line) . Just as a predator in a predator-prey arms race could be selected to specialize on young and vulnerable prey, a mimic could be selected to specialize on the most easily duped victims.
Costs of Mimicry
For some choices of parameter values, we find convergently stable fitness minima ( fig. 4c ), which represents evolutionary branching points (Geritz et al. 1998) . Note that such branching points only arise when signal receivers pay attention to informative cues and were not found in scenario A1 in Holen and Johnstone (2004) . Thus, flexible discrimination may potentially change the evolutionary outcome from monomorphism to dimorphism (a full exploration of mimetic dimorphism is outside the scope of this article). In three other mimicry scenarios in Holen and Johnstone (2004) , branching points were indeed found, but only for mimetic loads 11. Flexible discrimination makes branching possible at mimetic loads well below 1 (fig. 4c) .
Note that the results regarding evolutionarily stable levels of mimicry (but not those regarding branching) may be applicable also to situations where the discrimination strategies of the signal receivers are genetically determined. If m * is an ESS, it must be the unique best answer to (m * ) and t N * (m * ), which are unique and (by definition) * t C the best answers to m * . Thus, the strategy coalition will be evolutionarily stable under the * * * * * (m , t (m ), t (m ))
C N standard assumption that mutants only arise one at a time in the coalition. The question of convergence stability is more difficult in coevolutionary scenarios and cannot be answered without making particular assumptions about the evolutionary dynamics and possibly also the genetic correlations between the two threshold traits.
Discussion
In models of signal discrimination, the key factors determining the optimal discrimination strategies of signal receivers are the similarity of the signals, the relative rates at which desirable and undesirable signalers are encountered, and the costs of the two types of discrimination error. Our mimicry model captures the two latter factors in the "mimetic load," an aggregated parameter that increases with the mimic-to-model ratio and with the ratio of the cost of misclassifying mimics to the cost of misclassifying models. In Batesian mimicry, the mimetic load is low when mimic prey are unprofitable and/or rare and model prey are strongly defended. In aggressive mimicry, it is low when mimics are rare and/or impose only small costs on their victims. It is usually held that deceptive signalers should be more successful when it is more difficult to distinguish between the signals. This is supported in many experimental studies of Batesian mimicry, in which attack rates on mimics decrease when the mimics are more similar to the models (e.g., Duncan and Sheppard 1965; Alcock 1970; Goodale and Sneddon 1977) . According to long-standing predictions, however, when the mimetic load is high, populations of slightly inaccurate mimics should be attacked less often than accurate ones (Oaten et al. 1975; Johnstone 2002) . Our novel results show that the same may happen at low mimetic loads and therefore in a much wider range of mimicry systems than previously thought. Our results apply to both aggressive and Batesian mimicry but require that mimics and models are differently associated with an external cue (e.g., because they are differently distributed among patch types) and that signal receivers pay attention to this cue when they discriminate. There are still insufficient data available to test these predictions, since relevant experimental studies consider neither high mimetic loads nor external cues. However, in other biological settings, it is well established that signal receivers may adopt different discrimination strategies in different contexts (e.g., Jennions and Petrie 1997; Sherman et al. 1997; Liebert and Starks 2004) , and there is no reason to believe that mimicry should be any different. Therefore, if we ignore the potential role of context and focus only on overall mimic and model abundances, we may easily come to the wrong conclusions regarding the typical selection pressures acting in mimicry systems. External cues can provide signal receivers with additional information about the identities of signalers. At first sight, one could be tempted to think that signal receivers should use such information to reduce both kinds of discrimination error. However, our optimality analysis showed that this should happen only over an intermediate range of mimetic loads (the exact range depends on mimetic accuracy and cue reliability). For mimetic loads below this range, a signal receiver paying attention to external cues will in fact be more liable to misclassify models, and above this range, it will be more liable to misclassify mimics. A specific example may aid our intuitive understanding. In Batesian mimicry, the mimetic load may be thought of as a partial measure of the "profitability" of the mimicmodel complex. If the mimetic load is very low and no informative cues are present, attack rates may be very low. Background cues that are informative of the mimic-tomodel ratio may then make the mimicry complex profitable in at least some contexts, leading to increased attack rates on both prey types. On the other hand, if the mimetic load is very high and no informative cues are present, predators may attack almost all mimics and models they encounter. Informative background cues may then make the mimicry complex unprofitable in at least some contexts, thus leading to reduced attack rates on both prey types. It should be possible to test experimentally whether predators can associate different contextual cues with different mimic-to-model ratios and whether contextual cues can both protect and harm mimics, as predicted by the model.
When signal receivers are flexible and adopt different response thresholds in different contexts, selection pressures acting on signalers may change. If there are no opposing selection pressures favoring less accurate mimicry, individual mimics will always benefit from a closer resemblance to the model. In this case, flexible discrimination only acts to change the strength of selection on the mimic. Nevertheless, this may have important evolutionary consequences. A signal detection model of Batesian mimicry showed that when the mimetic load is sufficiently low, selection to improve mimicry will be very weak beyond a certain point, since the models will lend almost full pro-tection also to slightly inaccurate mimics (Sherratt 2002) . A similar point could be made for aggressive mimicry. However, the presence of informative external cues may remove much of the protection ( fig. 1a) , suggesting that significant selection for accurate mimicry may be maintained at much lower mimetic loads than otherwise expected.
When selection pressures opposing the evolution of accurate mimicry are present, flexible discrimination may alter the outcome of mimetic evolution more drastically. It has been shown that kin selection may oppose individual selection and favor inaccurate mimicry (Johnstone 2002) . However, this result was limited to high mimetic loads (i.e.,
). We have shown that when signal receivers K 1 1 adjust their response thresholds according to external cues, kin selection may lead to evolution of inaccurate mimicry also at low mimetic loads. This result has important ramifications. For Batesian mimicry, it means that kin selection could be an important factor when mimics are rare and/ or models are well defended, as probably is the case in the majority of systems. Inaccurate mimicry is then favored because accurate mimicry leads to less cautious attack by predators in those contexts where the effective mimetic load is high. Moreover, the result suggests a stronger role for kin selection in the evolution of aggressive mimicry, where high mimetic loads easily amount to unrealistically strong ecological pressures. Examples may be found in systems of aggressive mimicry where the discrimination task involves learning. Learning is important, for instance, in food-deceptive pollination systems (Dafni 1984) .
We also investigated the evolution of aggressive mimicry under the assumption of a trade-off between mimetic accuracy and other functions of the mimetic organism. In aggressive mimicry, flexible discrimination could be seen as a form of inducible defence (Tollrian and Harvell 1999) , where victims maintain effective resistance against deception at low cost by adjusting the response threshold according to risk. An earlier model of obligate aggressive mimicry showed that the level of mimicry at equilibrium (when it exists) should always be monomorphic and that the mimetic accuracy should improve as the mimetic load increases (scenario A1, Holen and Johnstone 2004) . The latter result is due to the fact that signal receivers discriminate more strongly against mimics at higher mimetic loads. We incorporated an informative external cue into this model and found two important differences. First, if the cue is fairly reliable, mimetic accuracy at equilibrium may in fact decrease with mimetic load over an intermediate range. This is because the level of mimicry needed to effectively deceive victims that are alerted by the presence of the cue may become too costly to the mimic, so that it pays to instead have a cheaper level of mimicry that maximizes the return from deceiving those victims that are encountered in absence of the cue. Second, very reliable external cues may give rise to branching points (Geritz et al. 1998) , which indicate disruptive selection on the mimics and possible evolution of mimetic dimorphism (involving morphs with different levels of accuracy). Similar results were obtained earlier in a model of facultative aggressive mimicry in which a fraction of the resources could be obtained regardless of mimic trait value (e.g., from nondiscriminating victims) while the remaining resources could only be obtained through deception (scenario A3, Holen and Johnstone 2004) . In this earlier model, however, branching was possible only at high mimetic loads, making it unclear whether it was an ecologically realistic outcome. The crucial point in both models is that a mimic that encounters different levels of discrimination may specialize on exploiting the least discriminating subset of signal receivers. This suggests that when other selection pressures oppose the evolution of accurate mimicry, the equilibrium level of mimicry may be sensitive both to the average and to the variation in discrimination level.
In general, we should expect mimics to encounter different levels of discrimination whenever different classes (or species) of signal receivers vary in factors such as perceptual acuity, the relative rate at which they encounter each signaler types, or in the exact costs they suffer for the two types of discrimination error. In Batesian mimicry, predators may adopt different attack strategies according to hunger state or the availability of alternative prey (e.g., Kokko et al. 2003; Sherratt 2003) , and it would be interesting to investigate how this would influence the selection acting on the mimics. In avian brood parasitism, it has been suggested that the higher tolerance of dissimilar eggs among young hosts (e.g., Rothstein 1978; Lotem et al. 1992; Lotem et al. 1995 ) could contribute to a slowing down of the evolutionary arms race between host and parasite and weaken selection for better egg mimicry (Grim 2002) . However, if the evolution of more accurate egg mimicry also entailed a cost to the parasite, a general increase in egg rejection among hosts could even reverse the selection for better egg mimicry, since the parasites might be better off by specializing on young hosts. To our knowledge, no study has been undertaken to investigate costs of egg mimicry; so this example is merely illustrative. However, it is not entirely implausible: smaller egg size is associated with lower offspring size at hatching and with lower survival in the early nestling stage in many birds (Williams 1994; Christians 2002) , suggesting that good mimicry of egg size could potentially be costly.
If a mimetic trait is costly to display but behaviorally and/or phenotypically plastic, a mimic could potentially adjust its level of mimicry according to the response threshold it is likely to encounter, so that costs of accurate mimicry are only paid in the presence of certain external cues. There are several examples of mimics that flexibly change their deceptive signals to mimic different models (Tarsitano et al. 2000; Norman et al. 2001; Haynes et al. 2002 ), but we are not familiar with any cases where mimetic accuracy has been demonstrated to vary between contexts to minimize signal costs. However, many forms of behavioral mimicry may be costly, such as the imitation of movement patterns and waving of forelegs to mimic antennae that are found in many ant-mimicking spiders and mimetic hoverflies (McIver and Stonedahl 1993; Gilbert 2005) . It should be possible to test whether such behavioral mimicry is more likely to be performed in patch types in which the mimic-to-model ratio is high.
When signal receivers discriminate more strongly against mimics in the presence of an external cue, individual mimics will always benefit from encountering signal receivers that have not been alerted by the cue. If the external cue is emitted by the mimic, we may expect strong selection for suppression of the cue. Many avian brood parasites approach the host nest stealthily before laying; this reduces the chances of receiving host aggression and may be effective against subsequent flexible egg rejection strategies (Rothstein and Robinson 1998) . If the cue is environmental, mimics may be under strong selection to shift their activity to circumstances where the cue is not present, which in effect could act to synchronize their activity temporally or spatially with those of model organisms (e.g., Uésugi 1996). However, due to physiological and ecological constraints, it could be quite difficult to suppress cues or converge to model activity patterns. The ecological theory of limiting similarity says that two species cannot coexist ecologically if their niches are too similar, suggesting that there usually would be some differences between models and mimics in resource and habitat use. Our model predicts that the response thresholds adopted by signal receivers in the presence and absence of the cue should differ more widely when mimetic accuracy is high, which suggests that selection for cue suppression or activity shifts may be stronger when mimetic accuracy is high. However, if the cue as a result becomes less informative, this may in turn weaken selection for mimetic accuracy. It is thus hard to predict how selection for mimetic accuracy will interact with selection for cue suppression/ activity shifts; it will depend on which is the most labile trait. Finally, we found that cue utilization among signal receivers may benefit mimics at the population level. This suggests that kin selection could potentially oppose individual selection for cue suppression or activity synchronization in mimics.
There is some evidence for activity shifts in Batesian mimicry. A study of mimetic hoverflies found positive correlations between daily activity patterns of mimics and their hymenopteran models in 16 of 17 tested species, of which nine were significant (Howarth et al. 2004) . No effect of mimetic accuracy was found, but common mimics were more likely to have similar activity patterns to models than rare mimics were. Selection for temporal synchrony on such a short timescale is easily explained if predators have a very short memory or if they frequently sample the mimicry complex to track changes in relative abundance so that mimics are only protected by their resemblance for a short time after the predator attacks a model. However, it has been argued that birds retain learned aversions against models for much longer time periods (Waldbauer 1988 ). An equally plausible explanation is that predators pay attention to context when they discriminate between mimic and model prey, causing individual mimics to benefit from being encountered in contexts with lower mimic-to-model ratios, which could select for small-scale activity synchronization. It should be noted that evidence for synchrony on a seasonal scale is equivocal (Waldbauer 1988; Howarth and Edmunds 2000) ; perhaps seasonal activity patterns are more strongly constrained. Alternatively, it could be beneficial for mimics to emerge before most young birds have fledged, or after the defended models have emerged, to minimize the risk of encountering naive predators (Waldbauer 1988) . The optimal level of synchrony may depend on the scale.
To our knowledge, few studies outside the field of avian brood parasitism have systematically looked at the role of external cues in mimetic discrimination. Our model suggests that use of external cues may have important implications for mimetic evolution. Many factors have been left out in our model (as in any model), and we see scope for some future extensions. For instance, one may add costs to acquiring information. It may not always pay to assess all available cues, since a predator that momentarily hesitates before attacking a prey may loose the opportunity. A more interesting extension to the model would perhaps be to include the evolution of model and mimic activity patterns, which would give us a better understanding of the degree of spatial and temporal synchrony we should expect in mimicry systems. It is not only mimics that might benefit from activity shifts; models could also be selected to avoid contexts with high mimic-to-model ratios.
Conclusion
We have explored the ecological and evolutionary consequences of flexible (i.e., context-dependent) discrimination using aggressive mimicry and Batesian mimicry as examples. We found that depending on circumstances, flexible discrimination can be beneficial for models and detrimental to mimics, and perhaps more surprisingly, detrimental for both, or beneficial for both. If there are opposing selection pressures that favor less accurate mimicry, flexible discrimination may qualitatively change the longterm outcome of mimetic evolution.
